Our democracy today is fraught with political campaigns, lobbyists, liberal media, and Fox News commentators, all using language to influence the way we think and reason about public issues. Even so, many of us believe that propaganda and manipulation aren’t problems for us—not in the way they were for the totalitarian societies of the mid-twentieth century. In *How Propaganda Works*, Jason Stanley demonstrates that more attention needs to be paid. He examines how propaganda operates subtly, how it undermines democracy—particularly the ideals of democratic deliberation and equality—and how it has damaged democracies of the past.

Focusing on the shortcomings of liberal democratic states, Stanley provides a historically grounded introduction to democratic political theory as a window into the misuse of democratic vocabulary for propaganda’s selfish purposes. He lays out historical examples, such as the restructuring of the US public school system at the turn of the twentieth century, to explore how the language of democracy is sometimes used to mask an undemocratic reality. Drawing from a range of sources, including feminist theory, critical race theory, epistemology, formal semantics, educational theory, and social and cognitive psychology, he explains how the manipulative and hypocritical declaration of flawed beliefs and ideologies arises from and perpetuates inequalities in society, such as the racial injustices that commonly occur in the United States.

*How Propaganda Works* shows that an understanding of propaganda and its mechanisms is essential for the preservation and protection of liberal democracies everywhere.

2015. 376 pages.

Cl: 978-0-691-16442-7 $29.95 | £19.95
Economic inequality is one of the most divisive issues of our time. Yet few would argue that inequality is a greater evil than poverty. The poor suffer because they don’t have enough, not because others have more, and some have far too much. So why do many people appear to be more distressed by the rich than by the poor?

In this provocative book, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of On Bullshit presents a compelling and unsettling response to those who believe that the goal of social justice should be economic equality or less inequality. Harry Frankfurt, one of the most influential moral philosophers in the world, argues that we are morally obligated to eliminate poverty—not achieve equality or reduce inequality. Our focus should be on making sure everyone has a sufficient amount to live a decent life. To focus instead on inequality is distracting and alienating.

At the same time, Frankfurt argues that the conjunction of vast wealth and poverty is offensive. If we dedicate ourselves to making sure everyone has enough, we may reduce inequality as a side effect. But it’s essential to see that the ultimate goal of justice is to end poverty, not inequality.

A serious challenge to cherished beliefs on both the political left and right, On Inequality promises to have a profound impact on one of the great debates of our time.

2015. 120 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-16714-5 $14.95 | £10.95

“Many people who worry about inequality will want to read this wonderful book and will be profoundly influenced by Frankfurt’s clear and forceful arguments. In part, he argues that if we are preoccupied with equality rather than with alleviating poverty we will be estranged from our own lives. That insight alone is worth the price of the book.”
—Richard Robb, Columbia University

“Social justice issues are at the forefront again today, and it’s important that we get the goals right. Frankfurt is not alone in arguing that equality is beside the point. But his important book, infused with characteristic insightfulness, is written in such a way that those who need to hear the message might actually listen.”
—Jason Brennan, Georgetown University

“Economic equality is one of today’s most overrated ideas, and Harry G. Frankfurt’s highly compelling book explains exactly why.”
—Tyler Cowen, author of Average Is Over
New

The Collected Works of Spinoza
Volume II

Benedictus de Spinoza
Edited and translated by Edwin Curley

"With this volume, Edwin Curley completes his ambitious project to make Spinoza’s difficult thought accessible to an English-speaking audience. Curley’s edition sets a very high standard, not only for translation, but for scholarly editions of every kind. His translations are both philosophically astute and readable, while his notes inform the reader of the latest results of textual scholarship. Furthermore, his multilingual glossary-index is an invaluable guide to Spinoza’s often idiosyncratic vocabulary. This is an edition of Spinoza for the ages: students and scholars will be reading Curley’s Spinoza for many years to come."
—Daniel Garber, Princeton University

The Collected Works of Spinoza provides, for the first time in English, a truly satisfactory edition of all of Spinoza’s writings, with accurate and readable translations, based on the best critical editions of the original-language texts, done by a scholar who has published extensively on the philosopher’s work.

The centerpiece of this second volume is Spinoza’s Theological-Political Treatise, a landmark work in the history of biblical scholarship, the first argument for democracy by a major philosopher, and a forceful defense of freedom of thought and expression. This work is accompanied by Spinoza’s later correspondence, much of which responds to criticism of the Theological-Political Treatise. The volume also includes his last work, the unfinished Political Treatise, which builds on the foundations of the Theological-Political Treatise to offer plans for the organization of nontyrannical monarchies and aristocracies.

A milestone of scholarship more than forty-five years in the making, The Collected Works of Spinoza is an essential edition for anyone with a serious interest in Spinoza or the history of philosophy.

2016. 712 pages. 6 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-16763-3 $55.00 | £37.95

Forthcoming Spring 2016

Combined ebook of both volumes for $75.00
New
Think Again
Contrarian Reflections on Life, Culture, Politics, Religion, Law, and Education
Stanley Fish

“Stanley Fish makes you think. No matter what you thought, or thought you thought, on a given subject—Israel, academia, pickup basketball, American law—Fish will flip it and spin it and dip it and turn it around for you. A brilliant book.”
—Mark Edmundson, author of Why Read?

“You are not obligated to agree with him and you are not obligated to like him, but if you care about the enlarging necessity of contest in cultural discourse, then you are obligated to read him, not with some magical ‘open mind’—Fish has no patience for that concept—but with the full force of the mind you have.”
—New Republic

From 1995 to 2013, Stanley Fish’s provocative New York Times columns consistently generated passionate discussion and debate. In Think Again, he has assembled almost one hundred of his best columns into a thematically arranged collection with a substantial new introduction that explains his intention in writing these pieces and offers an analysis of why they provoked so much reaction.

2015. 448 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-16771-8 $29.95 | £19.95

New
The Faith of a Heretic
Walter Kaufmann
With a new foreword by Stanley Corngold

“The case against organized religion has seldom been so cogently put.”
—Newsweek

“An honest, uplifting, learned and highly readable argument against conformity. People who tend toward any conceivable form of heresy are likely to find it worth ten volumes of standard inspirational pap.”
—Life

“The book is a demonstration of Kaufmann’s high spirits as well as his learning and cogency. He wants, he says, to make the reader feel his own faith is at stake, and whether that reader puts his faith in philosophy or popular religion, he will feel the sting of Kaufmann’s wit.”
—Progressive

2015. 448 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16548-6 $17.95 | £12.50

New Paperback
Would You Kill the Fat Man?
The Trolley Problem and What Your Answer Tells Us about Right and Wrong
David Edmonds

“David Edmonds bravely attempts to make possible the impossible, offering us this well-reviewed book on the sanctity of life. His story is enlivened with biographical details, anecdotes, curiosities, pictures and jokes.”
—Christopher Miles Coope, Philosophical Quarterly

2015. 240 pages. 10 line illus.
Pa: 978-0-691-16563-9 $14.95 | £10.95
Cl: 978-0-691-15402-2 $19.95 | £13.95
One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles for 2014
Honorable Mention, 2015 PROSE Award in Philosophy, Association of American Publishers

Forthcoming
Reconstruction
A. J. Julius

“A stylistic gem, Reconstruction is utterly original—this is a book with a voice all its own. It is an exhilarating read and we would be poorer without it.”
—Niko Kolodny, University of California, Berkeley

A book that will open new directions in the discussion of rationality and freedom, Reconstruction makes it plain that the political is personal.

April 2016. 248 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-16754-1 $35.00 | £24.95

Read newsworthy and lively commentary on our blog at blog.press.princeton.edu
New

Teaching Plato in Palestine
Philosophy in a Divided World
Carlos Fraenkel
Foreword by Michael Walzer
“[If you read one book published this year, then you might make it] Teaching Plato in Palestine: Philosophy in a Divided World.”
—Aminatta Forna, Independent
2015. 240 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-15103-8 $27.95 | £19.95

New

Speech Matters
On Lying, Morality, and the Law
Seana Valentine Shiffrin
“Thoughtful and thought provoking.”
—Choice
Carl G. Hempel Lecture Series
2015. 248 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-15702-3 $35.00 | £24.95

Forthcoming

Ultimate Questions
Bryan Magee
“Thought-provoking and well-written, Ultimate Questions provides an elegant and candid summary of where Magee stands on these deep philosophical questions.”
—Nigel Warburton, author of A Little History of Philosophy
The crowning achievement to a distinguished philosophical career, Ultimate Questions is a deeply personal meditation on the meaning of life and the ways we should live and face death.
March 2016. 144 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-17065-7 $14.95 | £9.95

Analytic Philosophy in America
And Other Historical and Contemporary Essays
Scott Soames
2014. 376 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-16072-6 $45.00 | £30.95

Also by Scott Soames

The Analytic Tradition in Philosophy, Volume 1
The Founding Giants
2014. 680 pages. 7 tables.
Cl: 978-0-691-16002-3 $55.00 | £37.95

What Is Meaning?
Soochow University Lectures in Philosophy
Chienkuo Mi, General Editor
144 pages. 30 line illus.
Pa: 978-0-691-15639-2 $21.95 | £14.95

Also by Justin E. H. Smith

New

Race in Early Modern Philosophy
2015. 312 pages. 4 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-15364-3 $39.95 | £27.95

Divine Machines
Leibniz and the Sciences of Life
2011. 392 pages. 1 halftone. 5 tables.
Cl: 978-0-691-14178-7 $58.00 | £39.95
Family Values
The Ethics of Parent-Child Relationships
Harry Brighouse & Adam Swift

“This thoughtful work addresses tensions between the liberty of parents to raise children as they see fit, parents’ duty to ensure that children develop the capacity for autonomy, and the role of the family as an obstacle to fair equality of opportunity.”

—Choice

2014. 240 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-12691-3 $35.00 | £24.95
Cl: 978-0-691-12691-3 $35.00 | £24.95

Forthcoming Paperback
Mirror, Mirror
The Uses and Abuses of Self-Love
Simon Blackburn

“Blackburn’s wide-ranging, engaging, and deeply thoughtful volume is admirable for many reasons, but above all else, one hopes, it is a tool to help liberate the human imagination.”

—Troy Jollimore, Philosophers’ Magazine

“Quoting Miss Piggy and Wittgenstein with equal ease, Blackburn maps the terrain of self-love in its many manifestations.”

—Choice

May 2016. 248 pages. 1 halftone.
Pa: 978-0-691-16911-8 $19.95 | £13.95
Cl: 978-0-691-16142-6 $24.95 | £16.95

Forthcoming Paperback
The Soul of the World
Roger Scruton

“[I]n no previous work has he woven together so successfully his thoughts on aesthetics, personhood, politics, and religion…. [A] book that—for its richness, scope, and beauty—may be remembered as among his best.”

—Spencer Case, National Review Online

April 2016. 216 pages. 5 halftones.
5 musical examples.
Pa: 978-0-691-16928-6 $17.95 | £12.50
Cl: 978-0-691-16157-0 $27.95 | £19.95
One of the Times Literary Supplement’s Books of the Year 2014
One of Flavorwire’s 10 Best Books by Academic Publishers in 2014
One of the Scotsman’s Books of the Year 2014

Why Tolerate Religion?
Brian Leiter
With a new preface by the author

“Leiter’s book … is highly recommended to all those interested in the relationship between religion and the state. It will certainly leave its readers with much to ponder.”

—Jakub Urbaniak, SOPHIA

2014. 216 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16354-3 $17.95 | £12.50
Cl: 978-0-691-15361-2 $45.00 | £30.95
One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles for 2013

To receive notices about new books, subscribe for email at: press.princeton.edu/subscribe
**Forthcoming**

**How to Choose a Leader**  
*Machiavelli’s Advice to Voters*  
**Maurizio Viroli**

“A pleasure to read, this timely and enlightening book will be of great use to today’s voters. Maurizio Viroli, one of the very best interpreters of Machiavelli in the world, presents a wise portrait of Machiavelli’s work, showing that he wasn’t a ‘teacher of evil’ but rather a great political thinker with much to say about the issues facing citizens today.”  
—Peter Bondanella, editor and translator of *The Prince* (Oxford World Classics)

One of the greatest political advisers of all time, Niccolò Machiavelli thought long and hard about how citizens could identify great leaders—one capable of defending and enhancing the liberty and honor of their countries and ensuring the prosperity of their citizens. Drawing on the full range of the Florentine’s writings, acclaimed Machiavelli biographer Maurizio Viroli gathers and interprets Machiavelli’s timeless wisdom about choosing leaders. The brief and engaging result is a new kind of *Prince*—one addressed to citizens rather than rulers and designed to make you a better voter.

May 2016. 192 pages.  
Cl: 978-0-691-17014-5  
$16.95 | £11.95

---

**New**

**Foragers, Farmers, and Fossil Fuels**  
*How Human Values Evolve*  
**Ian Morris**

Edited and with an introduction by Stephen Macedo  
With commentary by Richard Seaford, Jonathan D. Spence, Christine M. Korsgaard & Margaret Atwood

“A provocative explanation for the evolution and divergence of ethical values…. In the hands of this talented writer and thinker, [the] material becomes an engaging intellectual adventure.”  
—*Kirkus*

Most people in the world today think democracy and gender equality are good, and that violence and wealth inequality are bad. But most people who lived during the 10,000 years before the nineteenth century thought just the opposite. Drawing on archaeology, anthropology, biology, and history, Ian Morris, author of the best-selling *Why the West Rules—for Now*, explains why. The result is a compelling new argument about the evolution of human values, one that has far-reaching implications for how we understand the past—and for what might happen next.

*The University Center for Human Values Series*  
Charles R. Beitz, Series Editor  
2015. 400 pages. 2 halftones. 28 line illus. 2 tables. 6 maps.  
Cl: 978-0-691-16039-9  
$29.95 | £19.95

---

**New**

**The Birth of Politics**  
Eight Greek and Roman Political Ideas and Why They Matter  
**Melissa Lane**

“The eight ideas cited in this book constitute the core of politics and can help us to envision what politics should be.”  
—Wan Lixin, *Shanghai Daily*

“The political ideas of the ancients still endure—and still propel us into debate and even more vigorous conflict…. [T]he author successfully illuminates the political ideas that still perplex and divide us.”  
—*Kirkus Reviews*

*“The Birth of Politics* is a splendid introduction to the world of ancient Greek and Roman political thought. Melissa Lane is a sure-footed and wonderfully knowledgeable guide through the varied terrain of ancient ethics and politics. Her writing is at once profound, engaged, elegant, and lively. Revealing both the familiarity and strangeness of classical thinking about justice, citizenship, cosmopolitanism, and much else, she reminds us why the classics matter today, how often our own political ideas find their antecedents in ancient practice, and how much we still have to learn from the past.”  
—Josiah Ober, Stanford University

2015. 400 pages. 4 tables. 3 maps.  
Cl: 978-0-691-16647-6  
$26.95 | £18.95  
Not for sale in the Commonwealth and European Union
**Forthcoming**

**The Tyranny of the Ideal**  
Justice in a Diverse Society  
Gerald Gaus

“This brilliant book is a rich and terrific read and makes an important and—to my knowledge—entirely new argument for an open society: that it is not just about freedom and nondomination but also about enhancing the chances of any society to figure out the global and fitting optimum of justice. It recasts the argument into a brand-new social-scientific mold, with a rigor and analytical clarity that is utterly admirable.”  
—Hélène Landemore, Yale University

In his provocative new book, *The Tyranny of the Ideal*, Gerald Gaus lays out a vision for how we should theorize about justice in a diverse society. Gaus shows how free and equal people, faced with intractable struggles and irreconcilable conflicts, might share a common moral life shaped by a just framework. He argues that if we are to take diversity seriously and if moral inquiry is sincere about shaping the world, then the pursuit of idealized and perfect theories of justice—essentially, the entire production of theories of justice that has dominated political philosophy for the past forty years—needs to change.

June 2016. 328 pages. 11 line illus. 11 tables.  
Cl: 978-0-691-15880-8 $35.00 | £24.95

To receive notices about new books, subscribe for email at: press.princeton.edu/subscribe


**New**

**Just Married**  
Same-Sex Couples, Monogamy, and the Future of Marriage  
Stephen Macedo

“An ambitious work by a thoughtful scholar, *Just Married* brings an important and distinctive voice to the academic debate and public conversation about marriage.”  
—Linda McClain, Boston University School of Law

“Just Married, by Stephen Macedo, is public philosophy the way it should be done. Taking on the tangled, emotionally charged issue of the institution of marriage, his new book is smart, open-minded, alert to complexity, aware of relevant empirical evidence, and well written. In our polarized public life, this invitation to reasoned deliberation about important controversies is rare and precious.”  
—Robert D. Putnam, author of *Bowling Alone* and *Our Kids: The American Dream in Crisis*

“This book argues, both critically and constructively, that liberal democratic principles, properly understood, require the extension of marriage to same-sex couples. *Just Married* embodies the typical strengths of Macedo’s writing—a compelling thesis, clarity, and openness to actual experience.”  
—William A. Galston, Brookings Institution

2015. 320 pages.  
Cl: 978-0-691-15648-3 $29.95 | £19.95

March 2016. 288 pages.  
Pb: 978-0-691-16520-0 $24.95 | £16.95  
Cl: 978-0-691-15588-3 $39.50 | £27.95

**Forthcoming Paperback**  
**A World without Why**  
Raymond Geuss

“Geuss is a unique voice in contemporary philosophy, and this book is ideal for anyone interested in intellectual history.”  
—David Gordon, *Library Journal*

“In *A World without Why*, Raymond Geuss brings his caustic intelligence to many of the themes and figures that have occupied his career.”  
—Alex Sager, *Marx & Philosophy*

“In these 13 essays, well-known critical philosopher Geuss ranges over a very wide field of topics—politics, ethics, cultural formations, history, ancient literary and philosophical works, and criticism itself…. [S]tudents can read some of these essays with profit, such as the discussion of when obscurity of speech might be best.”  
—Choice

Characterized by Geuss’s wide-ranging interests in literature, philosophy, and history, and by his political commitment and trenchant style, *A World without Why* raises fundamental questions about the viability not just of specific ethical concepts and theses, but of our most basic assumptions about what ethics could and must be.

**To receive notices about new books, subscribe for email at: press.princeton.edu/subscribe**
New

Essays and Reviews
1959–2002
Bernard Williams
With a foreword by Michael Wood

“[E]xceptionally welcome collection…. all of which show his punchy, interrogative genius in full swing…. [B]rilliant essays.”
—Seamus Perry, Literary Review

2015. 456 pages. 1 halftone.
Pa: 978-0-691-16860-9 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-15985-0 $35.00 | £24.95

After Hegel
German Philosophy, 1840–1900
Frederick C. Beiser

“This is an invaluable exercise in broadening one’s historical and cultural understanding; one should think twice about the traditional view that 1840–1900 is a period of only transforming Hegelianism into Marxism and Existentialism.”
—Paul Giladi, Marx and Philosophy

2014. 248 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-16309-3 $29.95 | £19.95

New

Greek Buddha
Pyrrho’s Encounter with Early Buddhism in Central Asia
Christopher I. Beckwith

“At every step, Beckwith’s encyclopedic knowledge of Asian and Western history and culture, and his versatile linguistic skills are masterfully brought together.”
—Georgios T. Halkias, University of Hong Kong

2015. 304 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-16644-5 $29.95 | £19.95

New

Philosophy before the Greeks
The Pursuit of Truth in Ancient Babylonia
Marc Van De Mieroop

“Philosophy before the Greeks is a sophisticated, erudite, strikingly original, well-argued, and richly documented study that will stand alone in ancient Mesopotamian studies.”
—Benjamin Foster, Yale University

2015. 312 pages. 1 halftone.
Cl: 978-0-691-15718-4 $35.00 | £24.95

Now Available in Paperback

Moral Perceptions
Robert Audi

2015. 200 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16654-4 $21.95 | £14.95
Cl: 978-0-691-15648-4 $38.95 | £26.95

New

Philology
The Forgotten Origins of the Modern Humanities
James Turner

 “[A] book written with passion and verve by an author who cares deeply about his subject.”
—Peter N. Miller, Times Literary Supplement

2015. 576 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16858-6 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-14564-8 $35.00 | £24.95

One of the Times Literary Supplement’s Books of the Year 2014

Aristotle’s Ethics
Writings from the Complete Works
Revised, edited, and with an introduction by Jonathan Barnes & Anthony Kenny

“This new edition makes a landmark of scholarship available in a very usable form.”
—Library Journal

2014. 528 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15846-4 $22.95 | £15.95

The Complete Works of Aristotle
The Revised Oxford Translation
One-Volume Digital Edition
Edited by Jonathan Barnes

2014.
eBook: 978-1-400-85276-5 $75.00 | £52.00
New Paperback

Philosophy of Physics
Space and Time
Tim Maudlin

“I would highly recommend Philosophy of Physics to anyone who wants to get a deeper historical and philosophical perspective on the nature of space and time, as well as to any physics student who has been confused by the twin paradox.”

—Robert M. Wald, Physics Today

2015. 200 pages. 32 line illus.
Pa: 978-0-691-16571-4 $19.95 | £13.95
Cl: 978-0-691-14309-5 $45.00 | £30.95
One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles for 2013

Philosophical Logic
John P. Burgess

“[A] good starting point for exploring philosophical questions about logic, importantly by pondering the reasons for Burgess’ sympathies and antipathies.”

—Paloma Nrez-Ilzarbe, Mathematical Reviews

2012. 168 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15633-0 $19.95 | £13.95
Cl: 978-0-691-13789-6 $43.95 | £29.95

Philosophy of Language
Scott Soames

“[Philosophy of Language] covers an impressive number of controversies in philosophy of language. And it does that in a nontechnical way that is likely to prove attractive to many instructors in the field.”

—Choice

2012. 200 pages. 4 line illus.
Pa: 978-0-691-15597-5 $19.95 | £13.95
Cl: 978-0-691-13866-4 $43.95 | £29.95

Read newsworthy and lively commentary on our blog at blog.press.princeton.edu

Truth
Alexis G. Burgess & John P. Burgess

“Throughout the volume, one can see the mathematical precision of the reasoning of the concepts presented here that could be a model for all endeavours of research into complex areas of philosophy. This book could be an inspiration for further work on truth.”

—Prabuddha Bharata

2014. 176 pages. 1 table.
Pa: 978-0-691-16367-3 $19.95 | £13.95

Philosophy of Biology
Peter Godfrey-Smith

“Philosophy of Biology is a valuable addition to the introductions already out there, and one that stands out in many ways.”

—Joeri Witteveen, History and Philosophy of Life Sciences

2014. 200 pages. 3 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-14001-8 $29.95 | £19.95
One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles for 2014

Scott Soames, Series Editor
Against the Current
Essays in the History of Ideas
Second Edition
With a new foreword by Mark Lilla
Introduction by Roger Hauser

2013. 584 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-15610-1 $24.95 | £16.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada) and Europe

The Hedgehog and the Fox
An Essay on Tolstoy's View of History
Second Edition
With a new foreword by Michael Ignatieff

2013. 144 pages. 3 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-15600-2 $12.95
For sale only in the United States, its territories and dependencies, and the Philippines

The Power of Ideas
Second Edition
With a new foreword by Avishai Margalit

2013. 360 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-15760-3 $24.95 | £16.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth and European Union

Concepts and Categories
Philosophical Essays
Second Edition
With a new foreword by Alasdair MacIntyre
Introduction by Bernard Williams

2013. 384 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-15749-8 $24.95 | £16.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth

Karl Marx
Fifth Edition
With a foreword by Alan Ryan and an afterword and guide to further reading by Terrell Carver

2013. 352 pages. 3 line illus.  
Pa: 978-0-691-15650-7 $24.95 | £16.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth and Europe

Personal Impressions
Third Edition
With a new foreword by Hermione Lee and an afterword by Noel Annan

2014. 528 pages. 44 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-15770-2 $29.95 | £19.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada) and the European Union

Freedom and Its Betrayal
Six Enemies of Human Liberty
Second Edition
With a new foreword by Enrique Krauze

2014. 336 pages. 5 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-15757-3 $27.95 | £19.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada) and the European Union

The Roots of Romanticism
Second Edition
With a new foreword by John Gray

A. W. Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts
National Gallery of Art, Washington
Bollingen Series XXXV-45
Published in association with the National Gallery of Art, Washington

2013. 248 pages. 3 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-15620-0 $12.95 | £8.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada) and Europe

Political Ideas in the Romantic Age
Their Rise and Influence on Modern Thought
Second Edition
With a new foreword by William A. Galston and an introduction by Joshua L. Cherniss

2014. 504 pages. 3 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-15844-0 $29.95 | £19.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth (except Canada) and the European Union

Three Critics of the Enlightenment
Vico, Hamann, Herder
Second Edition
With a new foreword by Jonathan Israel

2013. 576 pages. 3 halftones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-15765-8 $29.95 | £19.95
Not for sale in the Commonwealth (excluding Canada) and Europe

Isaiah Berlin
An Interpretation of His Thought
John Gray
With a new introduction by the author

2013. 240 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-15742-9 $24.95 | £16.95
Forthcoming

The Lily of the Field and the Bird of the Air
Three Godly Discourses
Søren Kierkegaard
Translated and with an introduction by Bruce H. Kirmmse

“This is one of Kierkegaard’s most profound, affecting, and accessible works, and Bruce Kirmmse’s magisterial translation perfectly captures both the letter and spirit of this amazing text.”
—Gordon Marino, editor of The Quotable Kierkegaard
March 2016. 128 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-17047-3 $16.95 | £11.95

The Quotable Kierkegaard
Edited by Gordon Marino
“Marino . . . has done a great service to neophyte and seasoned Kierkegaard scholars with this compendium of the wit and wisdom of the Danish philosopher often dubbed the father of existentialism.”
—Christian Century
2013. 320 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15777-1 $18.95 | £12.95

A Short Life of Kierkegaard
Walter Lowrie
With Lowrie’s essay “How Kierkegaard Got into English” and a new introduction by Alastair Hannay
“A remarkable phosphorescent condensation. . . . [Lowrie gives] us the very essence of the man. . . . A superb study.”
—New Republic
2013. 320 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-15831-0 $12.95 | £8.95

To receive notices about new books, subscribe for email at:
press.princeton.edu/subscribe
Locke on Personal Identity
Consciousness and Concernment Revised Edition
Galen Strawson
With a new preface by the author
“Clearly and vigorously argued, this is an important contribution both to the history of philosophy and to the contemporary philosophy of personal identity.”
—World Book Industry
2014. 280 pages. 4 line illus.
Pa: 978-0-691-16100-6 $29.95 | £19.95
Cl: 978-0-691-14757-4 $46.00 | £31.95

Partiality
Simon Keller
“This book is an illustrative and erudite contribution to the field of epistemology. Foley departs from the typical rational objective and presents an intuitive account of knowledge and true belief.”
—Diana Karbonowska, European Legacy
2012. 168 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-15472-5 $38.95 | £26.95

Hegel on Self-Consciousness
Desire and Death in the Phenomenology of Spirit
Robert B. Pippin
2014. 120 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16341-3 $22.95 | £15.95
Cl: 978-0-691-14851-9 $41.95 | £28.95

When Is True Belief Knowledge?
Richard Foley
“The famous painting of Descartes by Frans Hals that hangs in the Louvre is, in fact, not by Frans Hals. And a similar things-are-not-what-they-seem quality applies to this clever little book. For behind the telling of the story of a clutch of paintings and a group of friends in the seventeenth century, Nadler gives us a brisk and lively account of Descartes’ philosophy, which, more than any other, would become the foundation of modernity.”
—Russell Shorto, author of Descartes’ Bones
2015. 256 pages. 10 color illus. 21 halftones.
Pa: 978-0-691-16575-2 $17.95 | £12.50
Cl: 978-0-691-15730-6 $27.95 | £19.95

Also by Steven Nadler
A Book Forged in Hell
Spinoza’s Scandalous Treatise and the Birth of the Secular Age
“Nadler’s book is a biography of the treatise and very much a page turner, a philosophical and political thriller, which demands to be bought, read and shared.”
—Derek Wall, Morning Star Online
2013. 304 pages. 1 halftone.
Pa: 978-0-691-16018-4 $17.95 | £12.50
Honorable Mention, 2011 PROSE Award for Excellence in Philosophy, Association of American Publishers
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**New Paperback**  
**Erasmus, Man of Letters**  
The Construction of Charisma in Print  
Lisa Jardine  
With a new preface by the author  
“Erasmus, Man of Letters may inspire skepticism about Erasmus’s alleged sincerity, but it is hard not to feel increased admiration for the energy and ingenuity with which the indefatigable scholar continued to combine so successful a publicity campaign with his countless other literary activities.”  
—Alastair Hamilton, *Times Literary Supplement*  

“Jardine’s spirited study exploits the evidence of Erasmus’s own statements about himself, direct and oblique, and the estimates of his situation in the great tradition that he influenced others to make. . . . [Her portrait of Erasmus] is taken under a raking light, to show a master of the media [and] a master-builder of a textual persona, of an intellectual genealogy culminating in himself.”  
—J. B. Trapp, *London Review of Books*  

2015. 304 pages. 28 half-tones.  
Pa: 978-0-691-16569-1 $18.95 | £12.95  
Winner of the 1993 Bainton Book Prize, Sixteenth Century Studies Conference  

**The Enneads of Plotinus**  
A Commentary, Volume 1  
Paul Kalligas  
Translated by Elizabeth Key Fowden & Nicolas Pilavachi  
“Kalligas’s commentaries are a major event in the study of Plotinus. Kalligas is sensitive to the demands of exegesis, philology, and history, but also to the more subtle and challenging demands of philosophical analysis. His commentary displays extraordinary mastery of the full text of the *Enneads* and a sophisticated appreciation of the relevant contexts.”  
—Alexander P. D. Mourelatos, University of Texas, Austin  
This is the first volume of a groundbreaking commentary on one of the most important works of ancient philosophy, the *Enneads of Plotinus* — a text that formed the basis of Neoplatonism and had a deep influence on early Christian thought and medieval and Renaissance philosophy. This volume covers the first three of the six *Enneads*, as well as Porphyry’s Life of Plotinus, a document in which Plotinus’s student—the collector and arranger of the Enneads—introduces the philosopher and his work. A landmark contribution to modern Plotinus scholarship, Paul Kalligas’s commentary is the most detailed and extensive ever written for the whole of the *Enneads*.  
2014. 728 pages. 4 halftones. 7 line illus. 3 tables. 1 map.  
Cl: 978-0-691-15421-3 $85.00 | £59.00  

**The Birth of Hedonism**  
The Cyrenaic Philosophers and Pleasure as a Way of Life  
Kurt Lampe  
“Anglo-American moral philosophy . . . disdains the goodness of pleasure. *The Birth of Hedonism* reminds us brilliantly of how very good pleasure can be.”  
—Giulia Sissa, University of California, Los Angeles  

“The Cyrenaics were the earliest philosophical hedonists. Evidence for their views is limited, but Kurt Lampe combines expert historical scholarship and imaginative sympathy to offer a compelling account of what they believed, what it might have been like to inhabit their worldview, and why it matters today. His itinerary takes him in the end to Walter Pater, who offered late Victorians the profound experience and attractions of a ‘new Cyrenaicism.’ This is a learned and important book, in which Lampe, like Pater, brings aspects of a lost Greek philosophical past to life.”  
—Charles Martindale, University of Bristol and University of York  
2014. 304 pages. 1 map.  
Cl: 978-0-691-16113-6 £45.00 | £30.95
New

Ideas of Liberty in Early Modern Europe
From Machiavelli to Milton
Hilary Gatti

“[An] illuminating book.”
—Jacqueline Broad, Times Higher Education

“This compelling book is a direct challenge to a great deal of Anglo-American scholarly consideration of the concept of liberty. Gatti is superbly equipped to deal with the huge questions he poses.”
—Michael Wyatt, author of The Italian Encounter with Tudor England

2015. 232 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-16383-3 $45.00 | £30.95

Thomas Aquinas’s Summa theologiae
A Biography
Bernard McGinn

“There is a long and complicated story to tell here … [b]ut McGinn tells it very well while being brief and to the point, and he manages to do so without having a pro-Aquinas or an anti-Aquinas agenda. The result strikes me as a balanced and non-partisan account of considerable value.”
—Brian Davies, New Blackfriars

Lives of Great Religious Books

2014. 272 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-15426-8 $24.95 | £16.95

Forthcoming

Divination and Human Nature
A Cognitive History of Intuition in Classical Antiquity
Peter T. Struck

“This wonderfully interesting book marshals a great deal of information about ancient philosophy in order to make the fascinating argument that what we call divination would have been familiar to ancient intellectuals under Greek terms that we now translate as ‘intuition.’ It is a major step forward in understanding the concept of divination in ancient Greece and Rome.”
—Sarah Iles Johnston, author of Ancient Greek Divination

July 2016. 280 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-16939-2 $45.00 | £30.95

The Praise of Folly
Desiderius Erasmus
With a new foreword by Anthony Grafton

“There is no more joyous and delightful bit of forensic jugglery than Desiderius Erasmus’s The Praise of Folly and a debt of gratitude is owed Professor Hoyt Hopewell Hudson for translating the old Latin of 1511 into lively, vivid, contemporary English, at once lucid and free.”
—Edward Larocque Tinker, New York Times

Princeton Classics

2015. 224 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16564-6 $16.95 | £11.95

Genealogy of the Tragic
Greek Tragedy and German Philosophy
Joshua Billings

“This is a very fine book—meticulously researched and clearly written. Joshua Billings is in complete control of his material—and his combination of serious purpose and scholarly adroitness is hard to beat. Scholars and students alike will learn much from this study of the tragic as a philosophical ideal, a notion that continues to haunt us today.”
—James I. Porter, University of California, Irvine

2015. 280 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-15923-2 $45.00 | £30.95

To receive notices about new books, subscribe for email at: press.princeton.edu/subscribe
New
Pagans and Philosophers
The Problem of Paganism from Augustine to Leibniz
John Marenbon
"Fascinating…. Marenbon constantly cuts across the standard discussions at a fresh angle, bringing new connections to light."
—Noel Malcolm, Standpoint

In this book, John Marenbon exhibits remarkable erudition and a formidable command of the relevant texts, both scholastic and literary. He is adept at setting out complex issues in a clear way, and his book incorporates much little-known and fascinating material in the history of ideas.
—Anthony Kenny, author of A New History of Western Philosophy

"With this book, Marenbon creates rather than contributes to a field, framing the problem of paganism in a new way for medievalists and early modern specialists in particular. It is not a historical study of the gradual development of the notion of paganism in late antiquity, but an overview of the patterns in which medieval and early modern thinkers interpreted and responded to the notion for themselves. Few scholars write with such elegance; the style is uncluttered, clear, and fast-paced, keeping the bigger picture in view throughout."
—John Magee, University of Toronto

2015. 368 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-14255-5 $35.00 | £24.95

New Paperback
Maimonides
Life and Thought
Moshe Halbertal

"Maimonides: Life and Thought, the new study by Moshe Halbertal, is…. a valuable contribution…. Readers who are curious about this difficult but rewarding thinker will find Maimonides: Life and Thought a thrillingly lucid introduction."
—Adam Kirsch, Barnes & Noble Review

2015. 400 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16566-0 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-15851-8 $35.00 | £24.95

Winner of the 2013 National Jewish Book Award in Scholarship, Jewish Book Council Honorable Mention, 2015 PROSE Award in Theology & Religious Studies, Association of American Publishers One of Choice’s Outstanding Academic Titles for 2014

2015. 232 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-16145-7 $29.95 | £19.95

Now Available in Paperback
On Sacrifice
Moshe Halbertal

2012. 152 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16330-7 $19.95 | £13.95
Cl: 978-0-691-16001-6 $26.95 | £18.95

Read newsworthy and lively commentary on our blog at blog.press.princeton.edu
New Paperback

Nietzsche’s Jewish Problem
Between Anti-Semitism and Anti-Judaism
Robert C. Holub

“Judiciously avoiding the extremes of relentless prosecution or wholesale exoneration, Robert Holub draws on a wealth of unexplored sources to revisit the vexed question of Nietzsche’s attitude toward the Jews. Acknowledging the philosopher’s outspoken hostility to the anti-Semitism of his day, he demonstrates nonetheless that Nietzsche shared many of its characteristic prejudices, and added a few new ones of his own. Among the surprising results of Holub’s scrupulous research is a more nuanced picture of Nietzsche’s sister’s alleged responsibility for the distortion of his ideas.”
—Martin Jay, University of California, Berkeley

“Nietzsche’s Jewish Problem substantially reshapes our understanding of Nietzsche’s relationship to Jews and anti-Semitism. Carefully researched, well-reasoned, nuanced, and eminently clear, the book will be of wide interest to scholars and general readers.”
—Martha Helfer, Rutgers University

2015. 296 pages. Cl: 978-0-691-16755-8 $35.00 | £24.95

New Paperback

Heidegger’s Children
Hannah Arendt, Karl Löwith, Hans Jonas, and Herbert Marcuse
Richard Wolin
With a new preface by the author

“Provocative and erudite…. [Wolin] provide[s] insightful portraits of the intellectual evolution of some of the last century’s most ambitious political and social thinkers. His case against Heidegger’s children… sets a clear standard for those who wish to adopt an informed but cautious stance toward Heidegger’s immense influence.”
—James Ryerson, New York Times Book Review

“Anyone tempted to introduce Heidegger into the conversation should read this fascinating study.”
—Lesley Chamberlain, Independent

“A thought-provoking and illuminating look at Heidegger’s legacy…. Wolin’s thesis grasps the profound and pervasive connection between Heidegger’s thinking and the Holocaust itself.”
—Choice

2015. 336 pages. 5 halftones. Pa: 978-0-691-16861-6 $24.95 | £16.95
New

The China Model
Political Meritocracy and the Limits of Democracy
Daniel A. Bell

“[I]t is part of the job of academics to ask fundamental questions that challenge conventional thinking. Bell performs this role admirably in lucid, jargon-free prose that leads the reader back to some of the most fundamental questions in political philosophy—refracted through the experience of contemporary China.”
—Gideon Rachman, Financial Times

“Bell . . . has written a fascinating study. Open-minded readers will find it equips them with a more intelligent understanding of Chinese politics and, no less valuable, forces them to examine their devotion to democracy…. From start to finish the book is a pleasure and an education.”
—Clive Crook, Bloomberg View

“Bell makes a solid and worthy case for why the outside world might want to think about the Chinese experiment in governance a bit more deeply…. This is a very clearly written book.”
—Kerry Brown, Asian Review of Books

Classical Confucian Political Thought
A New Interpretation
Loubna El Amine

“Combining deep scholarship, theoretical imagination, and lucid prose, El Amine gives us a more complex and yet more accessible Confucius, Mencius, and Xunzi than they are ordinarily taken to be. This book brings their distinctive and subtle voices to the fore and is political philosophy at its best.”
—Stephen G. Salkever, Bryn Mawr College

“El Amine marshals history and a sensitive and informed reading of the texts to make a forceful argument. Her book fills a significant hole in the scholarship of this subject area.”
—David Wong, Duke University

“Showing that the relation between ethics and politics in Confucianism is not as straightforward as is often assumed, El Amine argues that early Confucian political thought aims primarily to produce political order for the whole society, not virtue in the populace as is commonly understood. A real contribution to the study of early Confucian political philosophy, her thought-provoking book altered my considered views by its final chapter.”
—Aaron Stalnaker, Indiana University

Empire and Revolution
The Political Life of Edmund Burke
Richard Bourke

“Bridging the gap between political practice and political thought has presented a major conundrum for intellectual historians, most especially for students of Edmund Burke. With massive erudition, comprehensive scholarship, and methodological subtlety, Richard Bourke triumphantly solves this problem by scrupulously tracking the principles informing Burke’s interventions across his entire political life. Empire and Revolution is quite simply the best book on Burke ever written: all future work on Burke must start from here.”
—David Armitage, Harvard University

“Empire and Revolution is a monumental achievement…. This elegant and powerful book not only forces us to rethink Burke’s politics, it compels us to rethink his age and our relationship to it.”
—Steven Pincus, Yale University

“An intensely rewarding read, which combines careful historical scholarship and deep archival research with philosophical nuance and insight…. Sets a new standard in the field.”
—Jesse Norman MP, Times
New

On War and Democracy
Christopher Kutz

“This superbly written book constitutes a significant contribution to the field. I am not aware of a more systematic and in-depth philosophical exploration of the question of war making and democracy.”
—Cécile Fabre, author of Cosmopolitan War

“Few scholars delve into law, history, and contemporary just-war theory as comfortably as Kutz. He is as much a philosopher as a man of letters, and it comes through in this engaging and incisive book.”
—Saba Bazargan, University of California, San Diego

“On War and Democracy is a masterful synthesis of philosophical, legal, and political reasoning about a range of the most fateful contemporary issues, such as the rules of war, torture, humanitarian intervention, and the use of drones. While moral philosophers usually consider these issues in isolation from their political context, Kutz examines them specifically in relation to democratic ideals. The result is an engagingly written, highly original, and illuminating book.”
—Jeff McMahan, University of Oxford

2015. 344 pages. Cl: 978-0-691-16784-8 $39.95 | £27.95

Forthcoming

Nietzsche’s Great Politics
Hugo Drochon

Nietzsche’s impact on the world of culture, philosophy, and the arts is uncontested, but his political thought remains mired in controversy. By placing Nietzsche back in his late-nineteenth-century German context, Nietzsche’s Great Politics moves away from the disputes surrounding Nietzsche’s appropriation by the Nazis and challenges the use of the philosopher in postmodern democratic thought. Rather than starting with contemporary democratic theory or continental philosophy, Hugo Drochon argues that Nietzsche’s political ideas must first be understood in light of Bismarck’s policies, in particular his “Great Politics,” which transformed the international politics of its day.

July 2016. 192 pages. Cl: 978-0-691-16634-6 $39.50 | £27.95

Forthcoming

State and Commonwealth
The Theory of the State in Early Modern England, 1549–1640
Noah Dauber

State and Commonwealth presents a new theory of state and society by expanding on the usual treatment of “commonwealth” in pre–Civil War English history. Drawing on works of theology, moral philosophy, and political theory, Noah Dauber argues that the commonwealth ideal was less traditional than often thought. He shows how it incorporated new ideas about self-interest and new models of social order and stratification, and how the associated ideal of distributive justice pertained as much to the honors and offices of the state as to material wealth.

August 2016. 280 pages. Cl: 978-0-691-17030-5 $45.00 | £30.95

New

The Rise and Fall of Classical Greece
Josiah Ober

“The scholar who would today follow in Aristotle’s footsteps has to deal with a far more formidable mass of data. Few of today’s scholars control more of this data, or write about it more insightfully, than Josiah Ober…. [T]hose willing to put in the effort will learn much from the deep meditations of an expert historian and political philosopher.”
—James Romm, Wall Street Journal

“Ober marshals a wealth of new data to make the case for a much different view of Greek history…. there was something distinct about the Greek world, he argues. What set the Greeks apart, he says, was their choice of a particular kind of order—and the cultural attitudes that went with it. Citizen self-government. Equality of standing among persons. Fair and open institutions. These ideas, unusual in history, were well developed in the Greek world, Ober notes. If we care about them, he says, we should pay attention.”
—Marc Parry, Chronicle of Higher Education

The Princeton History of the Ancient World
2015. 464 pages. 1 halftone. 14 line illus. 18 tables. 9 maps. Cl: 978-0-691-14091-9 $35.00 | £24.95

One of Flavorwire’s 10 Must-Read Academic Books for 2015
Forthcoming

Remaking the World
Essays on Liberalism and Empire
Duncan Bell

Remaking the World is a penetrating account of the complexity and contradictions found in liberal visions of empire. Focusing mainly on nineteenth-century Britain—at the time the largest empire in history and a key incubator of liberal political thought—Duncan Bell sheds new light on some of the most important themes in modern imperial ideology.

July 2016. 416 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-13878-7 $39.50 | £27.95

New

Revolutionary Ideas
An Intellectual History of the French Revolution from The Rights of Man to Robespierre
Jonathan Israel

“Advances an erudite and persuasive argument…. Israel’s categorization of the various revolutionary factions offers fascinating new insights, and his knack for uncovering interesting but neglected individuals and texts is second to none.…. [A] rich and thought provoking book. It is remarkable and significant.”
—Rachel Hammersley, Times Literary Supplement

“Dumas would have found a great deal to appreciate in Jonathan Israel’s Revolutionary Ideas.”
—David A. Bell, New York Review of Books

“Israel, a professor of modern European history at Princeton, is a world authority on the 18th-century Enlightenment. Here he constructs a bold and brilliantly argued case that the 1789 French Revolution was propelled by the clash of innovative political doctrines that supported or contested Enlightenment values.”
—Tony Barber, Financial Times

2015. 888 pages. 15 halftones. 7 line illus.
Pa: 978-0-691-16971-2 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-15172-4 $39.95 | £27.95
Winner of the 2015 PROSE Award for European & World History

New Paperback

Liberalism
The Life of an Idea
Edmund Fawcett

“[A] comprehensive, quirky, scholarly and personal exploration of one of the dominant ideas in political discourse…. [T]his is a phenomenal work of research and synthesis…. A pool of profound, rigorous research and thought that has no shallow end.”
—Kirkus Reviews

“Liberalism by Edmund Fawcett is not only a gripping piece of intellectual history, it also equips the reader to understand today’s threats—and how they might be withstood…. Liberalism is indeed under siege. Those who would fortify the walls would do well to study the foundations. Mr Fawcett’s book offers an admirable archaeology.”
—Economist

“[A] richly informative historical tour of liberal leaders and concepts…. [Fawcett] takes a commendably liberal approach.”
—Alan Wolfe, New York Times Book Review

2015. 496 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16839-5 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-15689-7 $35.00 | £24.95

New

Adam Smith
His Life, Thought, and Legacy
Edited by Ryan Patrick Hanley

“Hanley has assembled a remarkable group of contributors who cover the astonishing range of Smith’s interests and writings. There is a great deal of value here for both novices and seasoned scholars across a variety of disciplines.”
—Jerry Z. Muller, author of Capitalism and the Jews

2015. 600 pages. 2 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-15405-3 $45.00 | £30.95
New
Islamic Political Thought
An Introduction
Edited by Gerhard Bowering
Praise for Princeton's previous edition:
"[U]nprecedented ... [A] truly impressive opus in content, organization, and diversity. ... Though written for educated nonspecialists, this book has plenty of historical and contemporary wisdom and information to offer diplomats, researchers, students, journalists, and even some Islamic specialists and scholars confronting today's complex and challenging political milieu."
—Choice
2015. 304 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16482-3 $24.95 | £16.95

New
Primates and the Philosopher
How Morality Evolved
Frans de Waal
Edited by Stephen Macedo & Josiah Ober
"[De Waal] sees human morality as having grown out of primate sociality, but with two extra levels of sophistication."
—Nicholas Wade, New York Times
"De Waal is one of the world's foremost authorities on nonhuman primates, and his thoughtful contribution ... is enriched by decades of close observation of their behavior."
—John Gray, New York Review of Books
Princeton Science Library
April 2016. 232 pages, 9 halftones, 3 tables.
Pa: 978-0-691-16916-3 $17.95 | £12.50

New
The Shape of the New
Four Big Ideas and How They Made the Modern World
Scott L. Montgomery & Daniel Chirot
"This is a wonderful book. Montgomery and Chirot combine double-barreled scholarship, lucid prose, and considerable wisdom to offer us a fascinating excursion into the history of ideas."
—Jeffrey Gedmin, Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University
2015. 512 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-15064-2 $35.00 | £24.95

Forthcoming
Stranger in the Mirror
The Scientific Search for the Self
Robert V. Levine
"Stranger in the Mirror is the most engaging book I have encountered in a long time."
—David Dunning, University of Michigan
In Stranger in the Mirror, Robert Levine offers a provocative, wide-ranging, and entertaining scientific exploration of the most personal and important of all landscapes: the physical and psychological entity we call our self.
April 2016. 312 pages, 10 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-16791-6 $29.95 | £19.95

New
The Physicist and the Philosopher
Einstein, Bergson, and the Debate That Changed Our Understanding of Time
Jimena Canales
"[Canales] weaves a tale around Europe and to America. ... [Her] subject raises important core philosophical issues, like the scope of philosophy itself."
—Michael Ruse, Chronicle of Higher Education
"Whether or not you agree, this humane and melancholy account of how two talents misunderstood each other will linger in the mind."
—New Scientist
2015. 488 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-16534-9 $35.00 | £24.95

New
Islamic Political Thought
An Introduction
Edited by Gerhard Bowering
Praise for Princeton's previous edition:
"[U]nprecedented ... [A] truly impressive opus in content, organization, and diversity. ... Though written for educated nonspecialists, this book has plenty of historical and contemporary wisdom and information to offer diplomats, researchers, students, journalists, and even some Islamic specialists and scholars confronting today's complex and challenging political milieu."
—Choice
2015. 304 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16482-3 $24.95 | £16.95
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"De Waal is one of the world's foremost authorities on nonhuman primates, and his thoughtful contribution ... is enriched by decades of close observation of their behavior."
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April 2016. 232 pages, 9 halftones, 3 tables.
Pa: 978-0-691-16916-3 $17.95 | £12.50
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New
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New
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Forthcoming
Stranger in the Mirror
The Scientific Search for the Self
Robert V. Levine
"Stranger in the Mirror is the most engaging book I have encountered in a long time."
—David Dunning, University of Michigan
In Stranger in the Mirror, Robert Levine offers a provocative, wide-ranging, and entertaining scientific exploration of the most personal and important of all landscapes: the physical and psychological entity we call our self.
April 2016. 312 pages, 10 line illus.
Cl: 978-0-691-16791-6 $29.95 | £19.95
New

**Ethical Life**
Its Natural and Social Histories
**Webb Keane**

“With Ethical Life, Webb Keane confirms his place as one of anthropology’s most gifted thinkers. The scope of this book is phenomenal, ranging over a host of disciplines and debates with erudition. Ethical Life provides a new model for what bold anthropology can achieve, bringing us back to the difficult question of how to understand the natural and social histories of humankind—a question that many of us have simply been too timid to ask.”

—Matthew Engelke, London School of Economics

2015. 304 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-16773-2 $29.95 | £19.95

New Paperback

**The Essential Hirschman**
**Albert O. Hirschman**
Edited and with an introduction by Jeremy Adelman
Afterword by Emma Rothschild & Amartya Sen

“Adelman … has done an excellent job of bringing together articles that express Hirschman’s skepticism, as well as brilliant observation, often consisting of brilliant juxtapositions of unlikely sources. … [T]hose who do sink their teeth into this work will be highly rewarded.”

—Choice

2015. 408 pages. 2 tables.
Pa: 978-0-691-16567-7 $24.95 | £16.95
Cl: 978-0-691-15990-4 $29.95 | £19.95

New

**The Work of the Dead**
A Cultural History of Mortal Remains
**Thomas W. Laqueur**

“Thomas Laqueur’s magnificent book is haunted by the ancient Cynic philosopher Diogenes, who wanted his corpse simply thrown over the walls of the city for wild dogs to eat. … Eschewing simple explanations, ranging across centuries and cultures, plunging with unflagging energy into vast archives, Laqueur discloses and explores the work that the dead do for the living. … The book is a moving triumph of scholarship and the historical imagination.”

—Stephen Greenblatt, author of The Swerve

2015. 744 pages. 18 color illus. 101 halftones.
Cl: 978-0-691-15778-8 $39.95 | £27.95

New Paperback

**Eclipse of God**
Studies in the Relation between Religion and Philosophy
**Martin Buber**
With a new introduction by Leora Batnitzky

“[Buber] remains a philosopher for our times.”

—Leora Batnitzky, Princeton University

2015. 144 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16624-7 $24.95 | £16.95

New Paperback

**The Prophetic Faith**
**Martin Buber**
With a new introduction by Jon D. Levenson

2015. 344 pages.
Pa: 978-0-691-16624-7 $24.95 | £16.95

New Paperback

**The Devil Wins**
A History of Lying from the Garden of Eden to the Enlightenment
**Dallas G. Denery II**

2015. 352 pages.
Cl: 978-0-691-16321-5 $29.95 | £19.95
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New

Syllabus of Errors
Poems
Troy Jollimore

“Rueful, resourceful, witty, and tender, Troy Jollimore’s poems are at once a triumph of virtuosity and an extraordinary tribute to the amplitude of the human heart. Tonic in their clarity of means, joyful in their engagement with form, they also bespeak the rigor of a philosophical mind. I know no living poet who has been able to pursue such large ambitions with so transparent an instrument.”


Princeton Series of Contemporary Poets  
Susan Stewart, Series Editor  
2015. 112 pages.  
Pa: 978-0-691-16768-8 $16.95 | £11.95  
Cl: 978-0-691-16758-9 $35.00 | £24.95

Forthcoming

An Essay on Man
Alexander Pope  
Edited and with an introduction by Tom Jones

“Tom Jones’s edition of *An Essay on Man* is an impressive achievement. His introduction and notes are deeply learned and useful. They synthesize much of what we know about the poem’s composition, publication, sources, analogues, and influence, but also present fresh, original insights into its meanings and importance as a document of eighteenth-century intellectual history. The sophistication with which Jones treats the philosophical contexts of the poem is exceptional.”

—James Noggle, Wellesley College

“This is a definitive, reader-friendly edition of a poem that ought to be circulated as widely as possible. The textual commentary is a model of its kind—lucid, full, rich in insight, and especially good at tracking down and elucidating the allusions in which the poem abounds. The introduction is also an exemplary piece of literary scholarship.”

—Brian Young, Christ Church College, University of Oxford

July 2016. 256 pages. 3 halftones. 1 map.  
Pa: 978-0-691-16770-1 $16.95 | £11.95  
Cl: 978-0-691-16781-2 $24.95 | £16.95

Princeton Legacy Library

The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These paperback editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

Forthcoming

Making a Good Life
An Ethnography of Nature, Ethics, and Reproduction
Katharine Dow

“*Making a Good Life* takes the innovative step of looking outside the medical domain to examine how people in the broader population think about reproduction and assisted reproductive technologies. Contending that there are links to be made between how people think about reproduction, ethics, and nature, this book will be widely read and taught by anthropologists, sociologists, and ethicists.”

—Rene Almeling, Yale University

July 2016. 256 pages. 3 halftones. 1 map.  
Pa: 978-0-691-17175-3 $27.95 | £19.95  
Cl: 978-0-691-16748-0 $70.00 | £48.95

Forthcoming

How to Grow Old
Ancient Wisdom for the Second Half of Life
Marcus Tullius Cicero  
Translated and with an introduction by Philip Freeman

“The more people who read Cicero, the better the world will be.”

—Anthony Corbeill, University of Kansas

 Worried that old age will inevitably mean losing your libido, your health, and possibly your marbles too? Well, Cicero has some good news for you. In *How to Grow Old*, the great Roman orator and statesman eloquently describes how you can make the second half of life the best part of all—and why you might discover that reading and gardening are actually far more pleasurable than sex ever was.

April 2016. 232 pages.  
Cl: 978-0-691-16770-1 $16.95 | £11.95
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